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2. Costs 
and 
benefits of 
IR for SMEs



“Trust but check”

Once you have an idea of the 
Integrated Reporting process you 
plan to implement, the estimated 
costs and expected benefits should 
be weighed

The rationale of this analysis is not 
to come up with “exact” figures: 
the point is rather to

• appreciate the amount of 

resources needed to implement IR

• conceptualize the results expected 

out of your engagement with IR



The rationale of this analysis is not to come up with «exact» figures: we are obviously talking about estimates, and in some cases we are 

comparing variables that can hardly be converted into reliable monetary measures. Moreover, certain costs may trigger extra benefits 

over time: as an example, today you may have to invest money in IT hardware and IT experts, which will pay off in the future, not only 

for integrated reporting purposes (e.g., meeting regulatory requirements). The balance between costs and benefits is likely to vary over 

time.

The point is rather to (a) appreciate the amount of resources (FTE and direct expenditures) needed to implement IR on the one hand, 

and (b) conceptualize what are, concretely, the results expected out of your engagement with IR on the other.

In the end, you have to decide whether to implement integrated reporting. You have to weigh the estimated costs against the potential 

benefits for a specified period.



The costs of 
Integrated 
Reporting

• Upfront costs (1) : set-up
• Staff time

• Specialized external consultants

• Upfront costs (2): implementation
• Staff time

• Specialized external consultants

• Investment in IT infrastructure

• Maintenance costs:
• Running costs

• Change costs

• Costs associated with disclosure 
risk



Costs occur before (project setup costs), during (implementation costs) and after (maintenance costs) 

integrated reporting is introduced. In case a preliminary action plan has been already defined, they are 

relatively easy to determine as the tasks and required resources are part of the plan for integrated reporting 

implementation.

It is possible to differentiate costs into costs that cause cash outflows (monetary costs) and costs that are 

caused by using already available resources (opportunity costs). For example, you have to invest money 

upfront in enhancing your IT infrastructure or hiring external support (consultants) to manage your integrated 

reporting project. Opportunity costs mainly result from your employees participating in the project by 

contributing their knowledge about the company and its processes.

You should also consider hidden costs resulting from the greater transparency that integrated reporting 

brings (disclosure risk). This can lead to proprietary costs, for example if your competitors or other 

stakeholders (e.g. regulators, single-issue constituencies) use the information you disclosed.



The benefits of 
Integrated Reporting

• Transparency:
• Data provision

• Information on the six capitals

• Business model

• Efficiency:
• IT system

• Automation

• Documentation

• Value creation

• External improvements:
• Reputation

• Better terms with business 
partners

• Enhanced dialogue with non-
market stakeholders



Better data provision, understanding relationships and interdependencies between the capitals and better 

awareness of your own business model (integrated thinking) increase the internal transparency of your 

company for employees and managers. Investments made in IT infrastructure, as well as improving your 

processes (leaner, faster, automated), save costs and increase efficiency, which supports your value creation. 

You can profit from enhanced and objective-oriented communication with external stakeholders (creditors, 

suppliers and customers). Providing better information to banks can lead to more attractive loan conditions 

(reduced transaction costs). Many companies demand more and detailed information from their suppliers, for 

example to prove that their total supply chain is “green” or sustainable. Providing more and focused 

information about the company improves the SME’s reputation with external stakeholders, thus showing them 

the value-added of doing business with it. As your benefits are uncertain and may be non-monetary, the 

valuation of overall benefits is quite a challenge.

Your company can already benefit before having finished implementation activities. More value can be created 

in the longer term.



The case of DELLAS plc: a self-assessment by the CFO
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Dellas plc is an Italian medium firm manufacturing diamond tools for marble, granite and ceramic ((https://dellas.it/en).
Source: Marco Pasquotti (Group CFO, Dellas spa), «From Sustainability to Integrated Reporting: Dellas Case», 3rd WICI Europe Policy Conference "Intangibles: The European State of the Art" Bruxelles, 7 November 2019



Emerging trends

Remember to factor ongoing changes into 
your analysis: in particular, growing 
emphasis on “environment, sustainability 
and governance” (ESG) should be 
incorporated into your assessment

• “EU Sustainable Finance Taxonomy”: 
financial institutions are requested to report 
on the sustainability of their portfolios, and 
the request is likely to trickle down to SMEs

• Proposal for a EU “Corporate Sustainability 
Reporting Directive”: if approved, it would 
require all large firms in the EU to adopt 
strict reporting requirements; SMEs are 
exempted, but they may suffer a possible 
“trickle down” effect via supply chains



Test questions



Q1. The risk that the information released 

via IR is used against the firm is called:

A. Reporting risk

B. Transparency risk

C. Disclosure risk

D. Connectivity risk



Q2. Who is subject to the provisions of 

the “Taxonomy”?

A. All EU firms

B. Only large firms, according to the 

definition of the EU

C. Only small and medium firms, 

according to the definition of the EU

D. Financial institutions



Q3. Are (non-listed) SMEs subject to the 

proposed Corporate Sustainability 

Reporting Directive?

A. No, they are not impacted at all

B. No, but it may impact them through 

the supply chains of large firms

C. Yes, they are subject to it but they 

enjoy a three-year grace period

D. Yes, the proposed CSRD applies to 

all EU firms regardless of their size
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